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INTRODUCTION 

1. The statistical requirements of the Second United Nations Development Decade 
are ennlfold. One basic need consists in the necessity to provide for statistics 
or. the progress towards achieving the objectives of the Decade. In the present 
juper the term "development statistics" is applied to the type of data needed for 
such pur poses. This is introduced as short-hand to avoid the use of lengthy 
expressions such as "statistics required for evaluation and planning" or "statistics 
necessary for appraisal of progress" throughout this text. 

2. As will be shewn, development statistics is not regarded as a new branch of 
statistics in the sense of the traditional branches of statistics such as agricul
tural, industrial or national accounts statistics. It is rather considered as a 
statistical programe based on the established branches of statistics with the 
intent to serve the specific needs of the Second Development Decade. 

3. The provision of development statistics calls for a concerted effort in 
respect of the various aspects of economic and social statistics and the compilation 
and publication of the relevant series of data within a framework that is designed 
to meet the statistical requirements of the Second Development Decade. Existing 
gaps in international standards and guidelines in the different fields of statistics 
r.ee-1 to be eliminated and countries should be stimulated and assisted to gather, 
ccnpile and report the required internationally comparable data. These efforts 
j.,ould also be directed towards reporting the information on as current a basis as 

ÀJ I ' it i8 necessary to compile and publish a coherent and interrelated 
e^tÍ!tlC8 lnternationally. It is understood that this effort 

TñfrLir-IE °f exi8tinS system of collecting and dis-
? international statistics. In deed, further improvement 

13 3 a successful 

Canraission to establish an 
chci.tee. forInternational statistics has created favourable 

°r №e «"obligent of the required programme of development 
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Similarly, the existing arrangements for interagency co-ordination 
statistics. matters provide for the necessary machinery for this purpose. Prom 
in statist1®8 of statistical methodology, the efforts to standardize concepts, 
the po int oi classifications have produced a large degree of compatibility of 
definitions le in the united Nations system. A System of National Aeemmt.a i/ 
Ш í* the appropriate means for co-ordinating and interrelating economic 
pr0V: ? s while "A syst em of demographic and social statistics and its links 
st!^SCSvstem of national economic accounts" (E/CN. 3/432) will serve the same 

the case of these data. 

Before reviewing the tasks ahead, attention should be called to the earlier 
uórk of the Commission on co-ordinated bodies of data for use in economic and social 
development in addition to the systems of statistics mentioned in paragraph 4. At 
its tenth s ession, the Commission decided on a list of statistical series for use 
in programmes of economic and social development. The list which appears in the 
annex o f Statistical Series for the Use of Less Developed Countries in Programmes 
nf Economic and Social" Development does not include all the data required for 
systems of acc ounts but does cover a wide range of data. 2/ 

I. THE TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR THE PROGRAMME 

6. The sec tion "Review an d appraisal of both objectives and policies" of the 
"International Development Strategy" in respect of the Second Development Decade 
that was adop ted by the General Assembly on 24 October 1970 calls for "appropriate 
arrangements / that/ are necessary to keep under systematic scrutiny the progress 
towards achieving the goals and objectives of the Decade - to identify shortfalls 
in their achievement and the factors which account for them". 3/ It is also 
stated that "such reviews and appraisals will be curried out at various levels, 
involving both developing and developed countries". 4/ It is obvious that the 
soeMS ^ev:[ew>activi'ties indicated will require the provision of economic and 

s atistics to be used by the organs involved in the reviews. 

fecognize^+b680^1011 ^66 (L), adopted 3 hay 1971, the Economic and Social Council 
socio-econ 16 par^icu^ar importance of reliable and complete statistical data for 
during the °S C a^alyfis» especially for purposes of monitoring progress achieved 
considered "th°t ,Уп^е<* étions Development Decade. In paragraph 2 the Council 
that o f the De& + ultimate goal of the work of the Statistical Ccmmissicn and 
achievement QJar ent Economic and Social Affairs in this respect should be the 
nation of interan+^nteSrated systen in the collection, data processing and dissemi-
system with speci 0Па^ statistics by the organs and agencies of the United Nations 

la reSard to the requirements of reviewing and appraising economic 

2/ United Kati°nS publication, Sales No.: E.69.XVII.3. 
mted Nations publication, Sales No. : 59.XVII.IO. 

fegbly ^ГГ|| "j"0rin! ^"^loprcent Strategy: Acti»n Programme the General 
Xon' ^ïêslioT i ГТТ"1 United Rations Development Decade (United Nations publica-Е-71ЛГ.А.2), para. \r¡,)% 1 

У ibid. 
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« mrticularly in the context of the policy measures and objec-
KatioL Develop, ent Decade, taking Into account the 

needs of the developing countries". 

8 The "Irtenatloral Developed Strategy" adopted by the General Assembly 
Su. the following tasks In respect of plan formulation and omplementation: 

"Developing countries will, as appropriate, establish or strengthen 
u.eir planning oechaniats, Including statistical services, for formulating 
uni implementing their national development plans during the Decade.... 
V.here~r.ecessary, they will seek international assistance in carrying out 
their planning tasks." 5У 

9. The Statistical Commission's Working Group on International Statistical 
Programmes and Co-ordination, at its third session, considered the development 
statistics programme on the basis of an outline set out in document ST/STAT.51, 
prepared by the Statistical Office. The Working Group approved the general direc
tion of the proposed activities in the field of development statistics and con
sidered that the Commission should review the proposals at its seventeenth session. 

10. This F^P^r is Intended to furnish the basis for the review of the development 
statistics project by the Commission. Section II, together with columns 3 and li
ef the annex to this paper, are designed to delineate the indicators needed to 
review the progress made during the Second Development Decade towards attaining the 
goals of the International Development Strategy, the series of statistics required 
to compile the indicators and the major deficiencies in the available data. Based 
on the Inventory in column 5 of the annex of the relevant existing international 
standards ar.d guidelines, section III of this paper deals with the gaps in inter
national recommendations which need to be filled in order to furnish international 
guidance In respect of the required statistics and sets out the work that has 
already been undertaken to fill these gaps. Sections IV and V of this paper 
concern the technical assistance that should be, and is being, rendered to the 
developing countries to aid them strengthen their systems of statistics so that 
they will have the data required for reviewing progress during the Second Develop
ment ^cade. section VI discusses the international compilation and publication 
o. series of Indicators in respect of the Decade. 

II. THm SERIES OF INDICATORS A ND T HE CORRELATED STA TISTICS 

л• The series of indicators 

JL T T,in coluran 5 of annex t o p-p- -e 
Гсс.а> towards the rLls w ProCress made during the Second Development 
ar*i ? cft^¿ Locate Se ernfioaal development Strategy. Columns 1 

lr'aCate the elenents of the Strategy to which each of the 

5- ÏSiv, para.(73). 
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1 te. As in the Strategy, the elements are classified into goals for 
indicators ac0^ntries, goals for developed and centrally planned economies and 
the develop^ólving a multilateral approach. Seme elements of the Strategy define 
objectives i ^ quantitative targets; these paragraphs of the Strategy are identi-
goals in e 1 t»qiir column 2. Most of the objectives of the Strategy are not 
fiedbyte efined. Seme of these objectives, for example, devising supplementary 
as pr ecis y ial programmes for the least developed among the developing coun-
aeasures a standgtill on non-tariff barriers to imports of primary commodities from 
№1е? °Jng countries, do not lend themselves to meaningful quantification. These 
doalsof the S trategy are therefore not dealt with in the annex. 

1? The se ries of indicators set out in the annex are intended for following trends 
in'respect of the goals of the International Development Strategy only. They will 
furnish very l ittle information for devising consistent plans and policies for 
purposes of attaining the goals or for purposes of diagnosing the observed trends 
and taking measures to remedy shortcomings in reaching the objectives. In other 
words, the series of indicators are not designed to assist in ascertaining the 
factors a nd re lationships that account for the economic and social conditions that 
they reveal. Much more comprehensive and detailed data are required for these 
purposes. 

1). The se ries of indicators may be used for observing trends in economic and 
social conditio ns in the case of individual countries and in the case of groups of 
countries - subregions, regions and the world as a whole. To compile the indicators 
for a g roup of countries from the relevant data in respect of the members of the 
group, it is of course necessary to have figures expressed in a common unit of 
measurement. For example, data on the gross domestic product, gross saving, imports 
and exports valued in national currencies need to be converted to a common u nit of 
value. 

The point of departure for working out the indicators listed in the annex of 
Counc^iPe^ 'WaS annex a document presented to the Economic and Social 
elabor t л ser*es oP indicators set out in the latter annex were clarified, 
intheV anc* ^P^ded in certain cases. For example, certain of the series listed 
^untrieîT6*!t0 ^?СШ1еп^ Е/5СЛ0 related to groups of countries only or to individual 
countries °añ While other series were relevant in the case of both individual 
iesigned to^ ?r+UPS thein* All indicators in the annex to this paper are 
situation in'tV 6 individual countries and, when aggregated, to portray the 
tdicators set & °5 Kroups of countries. The description of a number of the 
aore precisely °U<ï *П ^040 was modified and elaborated in order to define them 

series. In^th order to point to the operations and data involved in compiling 
Indicators were add ^&Se scrae elements of the International Development Strategy, 

e to furnish more ample information concerning accomplishments. 

б/ "g 
^ aPpraisai ofdthnÍtbd Nations Development Decade: A S ystem of over-all review 
a rategy" (E/50I10) 6 ° j^^ives and policies of the International Developnent 
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ïo- exarnle In the cuse of elements such as the absorption of an increasing pro-
of tíiíworking force in modern type activities, the improvement in the 

quality of education, and the containment of public expenditure, new series of 
lr:i lea tors vere added. 

15. T he selection of indicators proposed in the annex to this paper was based 
on two considerations: the amount of information furnished in respect of the 
element in question in the International Development Strategy and the national 
possibilities of compiling the series. Th e annex to this paper is a preliminary 
draft of the guidance that might be furnished in respect of the indicators that 
should be compiled nationally and Internationally in order to follow developments 
during the Second Development Decade. Ad equate or suitable indicators are not 
presented in respect of such elements of the International Development Strategy 
as improvement of port facilities, inventories of natural resources, improvement 
of the ecological balance or participation of women or youth in the development 
process. A nd national and international statistical offices have not yet been 
consulted concerning the list of proposed indicators. 

D. S tatistics to compile the indicators 
* 

16. The statistics needed to ccrapile the proposed series of indicators are briefly 
described in column i of the annex to this paper. Many of these statistics consist 
of series of basic data that countries customarily gather directly in field surveys 
cr frcm administrative records, for example, number of people, births and deaths, 
enrolment of full-time students, number of economically active and of employed and 
unemployed, quantity of individual commodities produced, value of exports and 
imports, amount of arable land. Seme of these statistics are more complex aggre
gates which must be derived frcm a number of series of data, for example, value 
added in constant prices, quanta of exports and of imports, total energy consumed 
in Industries and life expectancies. The statistics required for compiling the 
Indicators are listed in the annex in order to furnish the basis for discussing 
Mjor Inadequacies In the supply of these series of data nationally and interna
tionally, and gips in international standards and guidance in respect of the col
lection and compilation of the series. 

ilt n?íC'\íra\íhC аППеХ that the series of required statistics relate 
îtotîîticîï ÎShîÎm У 5 6UbJects with which national and international 

íot Г CU3t0niarlly d€alt but also to objects with which 
(0 lirt facilities ? concerned. Among the latter are data concerning 
ríales (tí) ti* ' ííí2fVaa ^ fOM? °f *»«««"*. ("0 natural resource 
í-wS'Jd í"1?® (physlca} environment), (v) facilities for 
rxpêrLm-tal d-CcW^t ^ (vi) expenditure on research and 
о»*; ь«в ^ in respect of the first three toPics 

administration or supervision of the Л GOVernnent aSencies responsible for the 
data have w«Uy rÀ been sILnlriSed °Г activities- However, these 
In ecur.'inlc "Mlviin т» « < presented so that they may be easily used 
Interest In dit! ¿n ¿,5 o,v3lLlSPeCfally S0 ln №e case of the developing countries orto on the physical environnent for economic and social studies Is a 
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. development and statistics of research and development expenditures 
very re?w¿es have been systematically gathered and compiled in some developed 
snd faC1 

countries only. 
_ eare marked differences in the extent to which the developing countries 

l5, а*л compile the series of statistics that are traditionally the concern of 
rather & nu ^ r _ 
statistical authorities. 

Cn the who le, the developing countries compile figures of external trade 
~e ccumonly and on a more current basis than other series of economic data. 

Sever a number of these countries do not use the data to prepare the index 
"unibers'of the quanta of exports and imports, which, in addition to figures of 
"л-rent value , are urgently required to portray trends in external trade. Vlhile 
залу developing c ountries conduct infrequent censuses of agriculture and censuses 
af in dustrial activity, a smaller number gather adequate annual data on agricul
tural and in dustrial production, consumption of materials and fuels and employment 
fx purposes of compiling the proposed series of indicators. A l imited number of 
these c ountries have the annual data on ncn-ugriculturul activities other than 
lining, manufac turing an d the production of gas and electricity that are required 
to coapile reliable figures in respect of the national accounting and related 
aggregates li sted in the annex. Л substantial number of countries are now prepar
ing these na tional accounting series, but the estimates are not always available 
promptly e nough. This is also so in the case oí" data on the balance of payments, 
fev developing c ountries have statistics of tourism other than limited data derived 
frcm the balance of payments and administrative records on international migration. 

Demographic s tatistics, in particular frcm censuses of population, are avail-
« e in th e case of a large number of developing countries. These censuses of 
p«nWh.10+ a*j° yie''"d data once in Ю years or so on the industrial distribution, 
ettenHaSn аП^ unemPl°yraent of the economically active and on the literacy, school 
countries^11 ed,ucational attainment of the population. Л much smaller number of 
others and^ 6 CU^rent_data on employment and unemployment; almost none of them 
«npile freau0111*1 eS f'i'Gu^es of underemployment. '..Tille it should be feasible to 
levels o f edu^t •SyStematÍC data °n Gchooi attendance, graduates frcm various 
tional institut•10П' anc* instructors frcm the administrative records of the educa-
a¿vantage of the°nS au^or^i°G> a number of developing countries do not take 

on th e floTVTCeS °** Gt:itiEtics. Few of the countries gather and compile 
cf drop-outs an d r +S +^entS through educational institutions, for example, figures 
talth, except per6 ^ ^°ns' Statistics for computing the proposed indicators of 
~e avail able in aS° ъ enCagcd in furnishing medical and other health services, 
u qu estionable in °f <ievt^uTinl countries but ti».с reliability of the data 
'Entries are taking П1Ш1 еГ lnGt-inccs. /щ increasing number of developing 
1 ̂ Stics infreau66*3^563 °Г •'•агСс~2са1е sample surveys of housing, which yield 
\,Ü itions> Pood con'" intervals of tine in respect of improvements in housing 
ration, but the^r^^011 and nutriticn statistics are also receiving increas-

eveloPing countrie 1?Ures are usually available with considerable delay. Very 
e and consu mption S aV6 ccmPr('hen5ive systematic data on the distribution of 
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III. INTERNATIONAL S TANDARDS A ND G UIDELINES 

, .rftfthp innex that international standards and 
01. It may be noted frcm £°1^5 ^ Qf thfi statistics needed for compiling 
guldelir.ee are available in re pe Ucall all of these standards and guideline 
the proposed aeries of indicator . _ tlonal standards have, however, not been 
were issued a number of yea s g^. ^ statistics listed in the annex, and 

вжГсГ^ьГ^ЛьЫе international guidance is out of date or ^e^ed for 

other reascre. These gaps in international guidance and the work that has been, or 
is being undertaken to remove then are discussed below. These projects are also 
eêntioned Tn column 6 of the annex. The discussion is organized m terms of tradi-
UonuHreas of statistics end does not necessarily follow the order in which the 
relevant series of statistics appear in the annex. 

A. tíatloral accounts and complementary systems of statistics 

22. International guidance in respect of a System of National Accounts (SNA) and 
in respect of the balance of payments has been available for about 20 years. The 
SNA vas revised four years ago, and the fourth revision of the International Monetar 
Fund's Pnlnnce-of-rtiYTients Manual is nearly completed. As the SNA co-ordinates and 
Integrates statistics on all economic flows and stocks into a coherent framework, 
the system furnishes guidance in respect of many of the statistics listed in the 
annex. 

25. The SNA includes accounts in respect of the balance-sheets of enterprises and 
government, which would yield data, in current and constant values, on stocks of 
r.atuml resources. The definitions and classifications of the balance-sheet 
accounts are being formulated. 

2t. The maj or gaps in international guidance in respect of systems of statistics 
which complement the national accounts and balances relate to (i) statistics of 
prices and quantities, which are needed to compile national accounting series in 
constant prices and (ii) statistics of the distribution of income, consumption and 
accxiulntlon. The results to date of the work that has been undertaken on formulat
ing guidelines concerning these systems are presented in documents before the 
Ccrnlcalcn. J/ Th* Cam i selon nay be in a position to adopt international guidelir! 
in respect of the latter system of statistics. 

1/ "A system of price and quantity statistics" (E/CN.3/427); "The collection 
ar.J compilation of price and quantity statistics" (E/'CN.3/428); "A draft system of 
statistics cf the distribution of inccme, consumption and accumulation" (E/CN.3/^5 
and "Report of the Expert Group on Statistics of the Distribution of Income, 
Consumption ar.d Accumulation" (,E/Cii.3/^26 and Add.l). 
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В. Statistics of agriculture 

• ternational guidelines which detail the accounts and tables 
25, The av ailable ^ iceSf are out of date as they concern the old SNA. 
of agriculture> in prepared in the context of the revised SUA. A hand book 
jjev guidelines are в aCCOUnts and tables in both current and constant 

this subject win aeaj-on this 
values 

x- „i candarás and guidelines are available in respect of an integrat-
26. Internat:ionaisxa staUstics _ decennial censuses and linked current 
ed system °f agn of food balance-sheets and consumption surveys. The inter-
surveys - and -m concerning the decennial censuses have been issued at ten-year 
intemls beginning with the 1930 censuses of agriculture. The other guidelines 
were furnished much later. 

C. Statistics of non-agricultural industry 

27 Statistics concerning industrial activity in respect of construction and 
concerning the distributive trades and related services are adequately dealt with 
in the av ailable standards. As the standards in respect of the distributive trades 
and related services were adopted by the Commission in 195°» work has been under 
way o n a revision of these standards for about four years. The Commission has 
before i t proposals in respect of a revised set of international recommendations, о/  
These reco mmendations take account of (i) national experience in respect of inquiries 
into the distributive trader, and services since 195&» (И/ need to 
co-ordinate these statistics with the present SNA. 

28. The e xisting international guidance in respect of statistics of transport is 
too limited in scope and is quite out of date. V/огк has, therefore, been started 
on the re vision and extension of these recommendations: this project is included 
in the "Draft programme of work and priorities, 1973~19A" (E/CN.3/L.7^) that is 
before the Commission. It is intended that the new guidance in respect of transport 
statistics should, inter alia, deal with data concerning port facilities and 
operation. 

29» Certain aspects of statistics of insurance are dealt with as part of the 
nernational guidelines concerning national accounting and the balance of payments, 

prehensive proposals in respect of these statistics are included ir. a manual 
S prepared by the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTADj. 

stat?^rS t0 be desirable to formulate international guidelines in respect of 
in £ra tb1CS °f insurance which take account of the practical difficulties encountered 

gathering and compiling these data. 

trade^aM °ГаП intefnational recommendations on statistics of the distributive 
and services" (E/CN.3A30). 
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D. ^ereaj^ad^a^tourism 

in the case of international recommendations 
J3. The major project ™ ¿*геу1з1оп of the Standard International Trade 
concerning external trade is the ee^ ^ changes in ^ c0rap0Slt,On of 
Clarification U^) in order ^ Qf ^ classification was prepared and in 
external trade since the firs purposes of economic analysis, 
order to enhance the usefulness of the SITU I or purp 
locuaent b/Ci.5, tfy is before the Commission. 

( i It i3 corvenlent to note here that international recommendations are not 
available lr respect of the classification of goods and services for purposes of 
fttîlàuc. of irLuctlon, internal trade prices, etc. Work was started on such a 
classification in 1970. SJ A second draft of the classification is now emg 
prepared. 

"P Selected aspects of statistics of tourism are dealt with in the SNA, in the 
balance of payments a nd In international migration statistics. UNCTAD h as recently 
published a comprehensive discussion of these statistics. 10/ As it appears to be 
desirable to formulate international standards in respect of statistics of tourism, 
fcuAcd on the UNCTAD manual, this topic has been included in the "Draft programme 
of work and priorities, 197W97V (E, CN.3/L.7M that is before the Commission. 

E. Statistics of science and technology 

53. The United Mations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) 
is formulating proposals in respect of a system of statistics of science and techno-
logy, with particular reference to research and experimental development. The 
Commission at its sixteenth session included in the programme of Vork, a study of 
concepts, definitions and classifications of research, development and prospecting 
which fit into the national accounts and balances. This work is being carried on 
with the assistance of the Conference of European Statisticians. 

F• A. system of demographic and social statistics 

3-*. In order to furnish a framework for co-ordinating and systematizing statistics 
cn conditions of living, international guidelines are being developed in respect of 
a system cf demographic, manpower and social statistics. It is proposed that special 
attention be paid during the next two years to suggestions in respect of social 
ir.iicitors .r. the context cf the system. This work should contribute to improving 
the internat toral guidance to developing countries in respect of series of 

'• „ International Standard Commodity Classification of All Goods and 

-• 4. -, •'-г1-1'"--1—- —S (United Nations publication, Sales Mo.: 
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indicators and statistics concerning the gcils of the International 
co-ordin*t<* 1 in respPCt of the magnitude of the population and the employ-
2;°fdntuSi; heaith, etc. aspect., of llvlne. 

G. Pomодгаphicc. statistics 

Recently revised international standards are available in respect of censuses 
t copulation an d vital statistics but not in respect of international migration. 
7 к has t een undertaken on the up-dating and improvement of the recommendations 
iTrespect of international migration (Е/СП.З/ U3'*) and on the formulation of guide
lines in respect of internal migration (il, Сü.3/^35). 

H. Manpower statistic г. 

36. The i nternational standards of the international Labour Organisation on 
statistics of the labour force, employment and unemployment and on the classifica
tion o f occupations have been available for u long time; tentative guidelines in 
respect of data on underemployment have been issued in recent years. Standards in 
respect of benchmark data on the economically active population are included in the 
international recommendations concerning population censuses. Developing countries 
have enc ountered problems in utilizing these standards; their statistics are in
complete ̂ and i nadequate. The International labour Office is, therefore, engaged 
in studying these standards and guidelines with a view to simplifying and adapting 
them in the light of the requirements and circumstances of the developing 
countries, 11/ 

I. I '.ducat, i ontl statistics 

students 7SSUed standards in respect of statistics of literacy, inventories 
ClassificatirT1 ,f.epChers ancl PduCiVtional facilities. Hie International Standard 
students into*1 th duca1'*on IK almost completed. Statistics of the flow of 
set of internat 1 r°"gh'.and out of> the educational system ure not yet covered in a 
secerning t hpc °n+ Guidelines « Uic-'SCO is engaged in formulating suggestions s mese statistics. 

d• Health statistics 
The iforld Health n 

the he alth of th rSanization has issued guidelines in respect of statistics 
^sports of an Expert ?01pu^ation> health services and personnel in the form of 
^ °n health cost ^""tttee on Health Statistics, -cork is under way concerning 

rS series of heai+v! °n envdr0nmental factors in respect of health and concern-neaith indicators. 

Sep "¡'.jann 
-rdetaiis< power statistics" (E, CN.3,433) which is before the Commission, 
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К. Housing conditions 

L. Rfaitisties of the environment 

to conditions of living, the sources of pollution, and the 

IV. TECHNICAL AS SISTANCE 

2»1. The developing countries need technical assistance in addition to international 
standards ar.d guidelines in order to improve and expand their statistical services 
and systems. The United Nations renders technical aid in a number of ways: assign
ment of experts to Individual countries; short-term missions to countries by regional 
and Interregional advisers; operation of training centres and furnishing of fellow-
chips; convening of seminars, workshops and working groups; preparation and issue 
of technical manuals. Some of the technical assistance activities in respect of the 
bodies of statistics under discussion in this paper are listed in column 6 of the 
annex, except for the preparation of manuals. More complete information is 
furnished in "Technical assistance programmes of the United Nations system" 
{E, CI.5/ W* and Е/50У9) which are before the Commission. The discussion below 
deals with selected problems in respect of technical assistance in statistics during 
the Cecor.d Development Decade. 

It is necessary to increase various forms of technical assistance in statistics 
significantly in order to furnish the assistance that a number of developing countries 
need to strengthen their statistical services during the Second Development Decade. 
Yet except for technical assistance in demographic statistics, which is largely 
supported ty the United Nations Fund for Population Activities, less funds may be 
mde available for regional and interregional advisory services and for workshops 
and seminare than wis the case during the 1960s. In the case of the United Nations, 
the financial support for these purposes comes from the United Nations reaular 
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ticians planned for each year during the period 1973-1975. Despite 
snd Asian st atis ^ technical assistance in the form of country experts and 
the incr eases nee ^ assistance is about the same in 1972 as in 1969. 
fellowships, the levex 

to the areas of statistics in respect of which the requirements 
1*3. In a?di-]l0sSiStance in connexion with the Second Development Decade are 
for technical a aph ^ of E/5099, there are urgent needs for technical advice 
emphasized in respeci, of the design and carrying out of multi-purpose sample 
and assis aaougeholdSt Because household enterprises account for a substantial 
surveys 0 oduction empioynent and incomes in the case of the developing countries, 
^Ti hold1,sample surveys furnish a major and suitable means of gathering basic 
!°ta o n these topics. These inquiries are also essential for purposes of gathering 
o-ordinated dat a on the demographic characteristics of the population, on the 

distribution of income and consumption and on other conditions of living. Teams 
of tw o to three experts - one in sample designs and field operations of the multi
purpose surveys and the other(s) in the substantive aspects of the inquiries - in 
each o f the developing regions would be an effective and efficient way of furnishing 
the req uired technical assistance. 

V. SEMIIlAii ON ST ATISTICAL ORGANIZATION 

IA. As pa rt of the effort to improve and expand their statistics for purposes of 
the Second Development Decade, a number of developing countries face problems of 
statistical organization, of the effective and efficient use of resources, including 
electronic computer facilities, and of the orderly development of a system of 
statistics. In view of the complexity of these problems, the Commission at its 
sixteenth session considered that a seminar should be organized alpng the lines 
of th e International Seminar on Statistical Organization held in Ottawa, Canada 
in 1952. 12/ The Commission's Working Group on International Gtatistical Programmes 
and Co-ordination, at its third session, expressed the view that seminars on 
statistical organization in 1972 for Latin America and in 1973 Dor Africa and for 
jua vere of primary importance (E.. CN.3/LI9, para. 35 (i)). However, due to the 

sence of financial support, it has not been possible to convene a seminar in 1972. 

the s^e-SvtiStiCal '-'Dfice of the United Nations and the statistical services of 
«ssion^of îbed asencies discussed the possibility of such a seminar at the sixth 

statist' i ACC SVb~Committee on Statistical Activities and agreed that a seminar 
cent of the^t °rganization should have a significant impact on the future develop-

statistical services and systems of a number of developing countries. 
!£t ^ . 
the s econd half^0?6^ a semtaur on statistical organization will take place in 
^tistical Off 19T3 f°r.a Period °f 10 working days. The United Nations 
Süch as the fo^lowi9^ oubsi(*e statistical experts will prepare papers on topics 

^iBllempnt~w„' Records of the Economic and Social Council. Fiftieth Session. 
—para. 72. : 
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Ы zffoctlv* Conization of statistical services 

(1) ctnicture of the national statistical services In the light 
of their functions; 

(li) Planning, programming and budgeting of national statistical 
activities; 

(iii) International statistical guidelines and the use of technical 
assistance; 

(b) Evaluation of programme requirements 

(i) Heuuirement for, and development of, a coherent programme of 
economic statistics and their systematic evaluation; 

(il) A system of demographic, manpower and social statistics and 
its adaptation to national requirements; 

(iii) The demands for, and the users of, statistics; 

(c) Organization of data production and dissemination 

(l) The approaches to, and the organization of, the collection 
of data; 

(il) Compilation, data processing and storage; 
(iii) Dissemination of statistical information; 

(d) Special topics 

(i) The statistical requirements and uses of registers of people 
and of economic units; 

(il) Possibilities and problems of anticipating data; 
(iii) iaintenance of confidentiality of statistical information in 

the computer age. 

'•7. A num ber of exports with considerable experience in statistical organization 
will serve as discussion leaders for the seminar. This will allow a wide exchange 
of knowledge and experience and should ensure a high level of discussion. 

-I'- Î^'C c°"c;lu3ion of the seminar, a new version of the Handbook of Statistical 
—L2L-—РП _л be issued, including the materials presented at the seminar, 

°.Г as3is^nce to the developing nations in reviewing their' 
otatlaw.cal cervices for the 1970s. 

Ij. Ir.ited hâtions publication, Sales Ho.: 1954.XVII.J. 
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VI THE INTERNATIONAL CCf IfILATION AND 
ISSUE OF THE SERIES OF INDICATORS ' 

+• nal compilation and issue of the series of indicators should, 
49, The 1п^гпа^°еа on the statistics regularly gathered internationally. It 
if possible , be ьа hgr certain additional data frcm national statistical 

be necessapyramiSsion,s '.forking Group agreed that the preparation and issue of 
offices. The. ?.stics should be primarily based on the series of statistics that 
development sta i ^ United Nations system are ulready gathering. The existing 
the organizations^ statistical units of the United Nations family furnish an 
arrangements amon 0 го_орРП.г1оп in the preparation of the series of indicators. 
appropriate b asis lor со иу -

cn it will be necessary to make an inventory of the available statistics now 
+h Pd b v the members of the United Nations family in order to determine the 

gathered у ^ constructing the series of indicators for international 
ad6<lUaThis inventory should be designed to identify not only the gaps in available 
statistics internationally but also their consistency and comparability. The 
wious statistics should be consistent in respect of their scope, classification, 
and definition, as many of the series must be utilised in conjunction in construc
ting and ana lysing the indicators of economic and social trends. In the event of 
gaps o r incomparabilities in the statistics gathered internationally, it will be 
necessary to engage in the collection of supplementary data. It is hoped that the 
number of such instances will be minor. 

51. The s eries of indicators compiled and issued should relate to individual 
countries and groupings of countries - subrogions, regions and the world and 
countries acc ording to stage of development. It is desirable - and will be 
feasible if adequate resources are available - to undertake this work in connexion 
with the mid-D ecade review. The Statistical Yearbook. 197** or a supplementary 
publication ma y f urnish a suitable means of issuing the series of indicators. 
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